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What is JCU ePrints?
» JCU ePrints is an online repository which holds publications by JCU 
researchers and makes them freely available
» JCU ePrints is managed by the JCU Library
JCU ePrints and RQF
» External auditors have access to publications selected for RQF 
through JCU ePrint
» Postprints are an acceptable format for RQF
» A postprint is the final refereed version of your manuscript, 
including editorial comments
How do I deposit my publications?
» Go the JCU ePrints and follow the prompts
» Your record will be made available after it is checked by JCU ePrints staff 
» Call us if you have any questions or need help to get started
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JCU ePrints statistics
Full-text downloads originating from 157 distinct countries
More than 19,651 full-text downloads by USA
Why deposit my publications in JCU ePrints?
» Allow wide and rapid dissemination of your research
» Your publications are more visible and evidence shows they are cited more
» Showcase your research and the research of your Faculty or Research Centre
» Provide JCU ePrints URLs as reliable links to your publications on websites, 
ePortfolio, Learn JCU, etc
» Email JCU ePrints links rather than full-text documents to colleagues
» Stores your research output in a central searchable space
» JCU ePrints records are retrieved by general search engines such as Google
» Make your grey literature e.g. reports, conference papers, posters widely 
available 
» Complements but doesn’t replace existing publishing processes
Contact
Jackie Wolstenholme, Librarian
Information Resources, Library
jackie.wolstenholme@jcu.edu.au
Website: http://eprints.jcu.edu.au
Library and Information Services, October 2007.
The Internet has fundamentally changed 
the practical and economic realities of 
distributing scientific knowledge and 
cultural heritage.
These developments will significantly modify 
the nature of scientific publishing and the 
existing system of quality assurance.
Berlin declaration on open Access to Knowledge 
in the Sciences and Humanities (2003)
